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Abstract—Target tracking with ultra-wideband (UWB) signals
in indoor environments is a challenging problem due to the
presence of multipath and non-line-of-sight conditions (NLOS).
A solution to this problem is to use particle filtering (PF),
which is able to handle both nonlinear models and non-Gaussian
uncertainties that typically appear in the presence of NLOS. In
this paper, we compare four different PF variants, that differ
in terms of how NLOS measurements are handled. According
to our experimental results, based on the measurements from a
basement tunnel, multiple features from the UWB impulse re-
sponse should be used, and the ranging likelihood function should
make use of both LOS and NLOS measurements. Standard time-
of-arrival (TOA) based methods, even with NLOS rejection, are
not good enough. Instead we advocate TOA-based algorithms
that can actively mitigate errors due to NLOS.

Index Terms—target tracking, ultra-wideband, particle filter-
ing, machine learning, time of arrival.

I. INTRODUCTION

Target tracking in indoor environments [1], [2] is an im-
portant problem for many applications, including search-and-
rescue operations, production monitoring, and traffic manage-
ment. However, we cannot rely on Global Positioning System
(GPS) due to its unavailability in indoor environments. Alter-
native technologies may be based on RFID, WiFi, Bluetooth
and UWB. The most promising one is based on UWB radios
[3] since they can be easily deployed indoors, have large
communication range, and can provide very high ranging
precision. Nevertheless, it also has a problem with NLOS
measurements, when the range estimates are positively biased.
This problem may be solved [4], [5] either by rejecting the
samples, or mitigating the error using the available information
from the UWB signal. Indoor tracking with UWB technology
has been mainly done within a Bayesian framework. The
main methods are based on variants of Kalman filtering (KF)
and particle filtering (PF). Although KF methods have low
complexity, PF methods are able to handle both nonlinear
relationships and non-Gaussian uncertainties that typically
appear in the presence of NLOS. Regarding the measurements,
most of the methods are based on TOA since UWB signals
have very high time-resolution. However, it is preferable to use
additional signal features especially for NLOS identification
and error mitigation. Regarding the dynamic model, we can
either use different types of the random walk models, or make
use of IMUs to measure the acceleration. A detailed review

of indoor tracking methods is available in [1].
In this paper, we compare four different PF variants, that

differ in terms of how NLOS measurements are handled. More
specifically, we use four different models for the likelihood
function: i) direct TOA-based ranging, ii) TOA-based ranging
with the rejection of NLOS measurements, iii) TOA-based
ranging with mitigation of NLOS bias, and iv) TOA-based
ranging with Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) based esti-
mation for the NLOS case. We compare these methods using
UWB measurements from a basement tunnel at Linköping
university [6]. According to our results, the latter two methods
provide the best performance since they make use of multiple
features from the UWB impulse response from both LOS and
NLOS measurements. The other two options are not good
choices due to the accumulation of error over time.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe the system model and the tracking
algorithm based on PF. Then, in Section III, we define four
different likelihood models for range estimation. The experi-
mental results, based on UWB measurements from a basement
tunnel, are provided in Section IV. Finally, in Section V, we
summarize our conclusions and discuss future directions.

II. THE TRACKING ALGORITHM

We assume that there are Nb static beacons with known
2-dimensional (2D) positions and one mobile target with
an unknown position. Both the beacons and the target are
equipped with UWB radios, and the target is also equipped
with an IMU. The goal is to track the target using available
UWB measurements from all beacons. The tracking algorithm
is executed either by a central unit or the target itself.1 For
this problem, we use the following state-space model:

xt+1 = xt + Tut + wt (1)

yn,t = ‖ln − xt‖+ vn,t (2)

where xt = [x1,t x2,t]
T is an unknown 2D position of the tar-

get at time t (t = 1, . . . , Nt); ut = [u1,t u2,t]
T is the velocity

at time t obtained by integrating the acceleration measured by
the IMU; wt = [w1,t w2,t]

T is the process noise (wt ∼ pw(·));
T is the sampling interval; yn,t is the measured distance
between beacon n and the target at time t; ln = [l1,n l2,n]

T

1Alternatively, the beacons may agree on the target state via distributed
algorithms [7], but this problem is out of scope of this paper.978-1-5090-1749-2/16/$31.00 c©2016 IEEE



is the known position of beacon n (n = 1, . . . , Nb); and vn,t
is the measurement noise (vn,t ∼ pv(·)).

We apply Bayesian filtering for this problem, so our goal
is to recursively determine the posterior p(xt|y1:t), given
the prior p(xt−1|y1:t−1), the prediction p(xt|xt−1), and the
likelihood p(yt|xt). We assume that p(x0|y0) = p(x0) is
available a priori (if not available, the prior is initialized with
uniform distribution over whole area). Therefore, the posterior
can be found as:

p(xt|y1:t) ∝ p(yt|xt)
∫
p(xt|xt−1)p(xt−1|y1:t−1)dxt−1

(3)
Taking the models (1)-(2) into account, the prediction and

likelihood are given by:

p(xt|xt−1) = pw(xt − xt−1 − Tut−1) (4)

p(yt|xt) =

Nb∏
n=1

p(yn,t|xt) =

Nb∏
n=1

pv(yn,t − ‖ln − xt‖) (5)

While for pw(·) it is reasonable to assume a 2D zero-mean
Gaussian distribution (with covariance matrix Σw), the model
for pv(·) is expected to be more complex due to the presence
of NLOS conditions. This problem will be considered in the
next section.

Since the range measurement is not a linear function of the
state (see (2)), and the measurement noise is not Gaussian in
some cases (see Section III), a traditional Kalman filtering
approach [8] is not recommended. Therefore, we use the
particle filtering (PF) [9] in which the posterior is represented
by a set of samples (also called, particles) with associated
weights. More specifically, we apply the standard sample-
importance-resampling (SIR) PF algorithm in which we draw
Np particles from p(xt|xt−1), then compute the weights using
the likelihood p(yt|xt), and finally resample with replacement
to avoid the degeneracy problem (i.e., when all but very few
particle have negligible weights). Assuming that we have a
set of particles {w(m)

t−1 ,x
(m)
t−1} (m = 1, . . . , Np) representing

p(xt−1|y1:t−1) (initially, {w(m)
0 ,x

(m)
0 } ∼ p(x0)), the PF-SIR

algorithm (at time t) proceeds as follows:
1) Draw Np particles: x(m)

t ∼ p(xt|x(m)
t−1)

2) Compute the weights: w(m)
t = w

(m)
t−1 · p(yt|x

(m)
t )

3) Normalize: w(m)
t = w

(m)
t /

Np∑
m′=1

w
(m′)
t

4) Compute the estimates: x̂t =
Np∑
m=1

w
(m)
t x

(m)
t

5) Resample with replacement from {w(m)
t ,x

(m)
t }Np

m=1

III. LIKELIHOOD MODELS

Our goal is to estimate the distance using the UWB signal
received from the beacon. We decided to use a measured
complex impulse response (CIR)2 of the channel, given by
h(t) =

∑
k akδ(t− τk) where ak ∈ C, k = 1, . . . , Nk, and

τk is the delay of the k-th path. We can then extract a number

2Alternatively, the output waveforms may be used in a similar way.

of features from the CIR, that provide us some information
about the unknown range and about whether the measurements
was taken in LOS or NLOS. We found that time-of-arrival
(TOA) is the most useful for ranging (as expected), rise-time
is the most useful for NLOS identification, and the maximum-
excess-delay is most useful for NLOS bias mitigation. For
the GPR-based machine learning method, we additionally
use received signal strength, maximum receiver power, mean
excess delay, RMS delay spread, and kurtosis (in total, 8
features). A justification for the use of these features and their
definitions are available in [6].

Then, motivated by our previous research results [6], [10],
we consider four options for the likelihood model:

1) Direct TOA-based ranging: We assume that the mea-
surement, also known as pseudo-range, is simply given
by yn,t = cτn,t where τn,t is the time-of-arrival (TOA)
between beacon n and the target at time t, and c ≈ 3 ·108

m/s is the speed of light. Then, the likelihood is given
by:

p(yn,t|xt) = N (cτn,t − ‖ln − xt‖;µL, σ2
L) (6)

where µL and σ2
L represent, empirically estimated, mean

and the variance of the LOS ranging error. Note that
here we do not have any information about the NLOS
error statistics, so this approach will typically lead to
positively biased range estimates.

2) TOA-based ranging with rejection of NLOS measure-
ments (TOA+Reject): In this case, we would like to
use only LOS measurements, so we need to detect
whether the measurement is taken in NLOS conditions.
For that purpose, we define the binary variable Hn,t ∈
{LOS,NLOS} and use likelihood p(τRn,t|Hn,t) (where
τRn,t is the rise-time) for NLOS identification. According
to our previous results [6], this likelihood follows an
exponential distribution:

p(τRn,t|Hn,t) =

{
λLe

−λLτ
R
n,t , if Hn,t = LOS

λNe
−λNτ

R
n,t , if Hn,t = NLOS

(7)

where the parameters λL and λN represent the decay
rates, and are estimated from LOS and NLOS samples,
respectively. Then, the probability of LOS condition is
given by:

ξn,t =
p(τRn,t|Hn,t = LOS)

p(τRn,t|Hn,t = LOS) + p(τRn,t|Hn,t = NLOS)
(8)

Assuming that we want to reject the measurements that
likely are NLOS (i.e., ξn,t < ξTH , where ξTH is a pre-
defined threshold, typically equal to 1/2), the likelihood
is given by:

p(yn,t|xt) ={
N (cτn,t − ‖ln − xt‖ ;µL, σ

2
L), if ξn,t > ξTH

const. if ξn,t < ξTH
(9)



This approach may work if there are at least 3 LOS
measurements, and if the rise-time can provide us certain
information about the NLOS condition (i.e., if ξn,t is
not close to 1/2). However, this may not be the case in
many scenarios.

3) TOA-based ranging with mitigation of NLOS bias
(TOA+Mitig): Instead of rejecting the NLOS measure-
ments, we make use of them with an appropriate model
of the NLOS bias. The likelihood function which takes
into account both hypotheses is given by [11]:

p(yn,t|xt) = ξn,tN (cτn,t − ‖ln − xt‖ ;µL, σ
2
L) +

(1− ξn,t)N (cτn,t − ‖ln − xt‖ ;µN , σ
2
N ) (10)

The NLOS bias can be modeled as a nonlinear function
of maximum excess delay, i.e., µN = g(τMn,t). Our results
showed that the second-order polynomial model (with
the coefficients (p2, p1, p0) estimated from NLOS data)
provides a good approximation. The standard deviation
of NLOS error σN is also estimated from the same
NLOS data set.

4) TOA-based ranging with GPR-based estimation for NLOS
case (TOA+GPR): In this case, we keep using TOA
for LOS case, but apply a nonparametric Bayesian ma-
chine learning method to estimate the range from NLOS
samples. More specifically, we use Gaussian Process
Regression (GPR) [12], which is able to model arbitrary
nonlinear functions, given a measurement, and a set of
training samples obtained in the considered environment.
The likelihood is, as in the previous case, given in a
mixture form:

p(yn,t|xt) = ξn,tN (cτn,t − ‖ln − xt‖ ;µL, σ
2
L) +

(1− ξn,t)N (‖ln − xt‖ ;µGPR(a), σGPR(a)2) (11)

where µGPR(a), σGPR(a) represent the estimate of the
mean and standard deviation of the distance3 and a is
the normalized4 measurement vector (in this case, 8-
dimensional feature) obtained from UWB signal. They
are given by:

µGPR(a) = kT (K + σ2
ωIM )−1dM (12)

σGPR(a)2 = σ2
d + k(a,a)− kT (K + σ2

ωIM )−1k (13)

where M is the number of training samples; IM is the
M × M identity matrix; σd is the standard deviation
of the measurement error; dM = (d1, . . . , dM )T is a
vector of true distances corresponding to training samples
a1, . . . ,aM ; k = [k(a1,a), k(a2,a), . . . , k(aM ,a)]

T ;
(K)ij = k(ai,aj) (i, j = 1, . . . ,M ) and k(·) is the ker-
nel function. A widely-used kernel function is a weighted

3Alternatively, we can use GPR to estimate the NLOS bias, but GPR is
general enough to directly provide us the distance.

4It must have a zero mean and unit variance to ensure that all the features
have the same influence.

TABLE I: The parameters estimated from the training samples.

Parameter Value
Np 5000
T 1 s

Σw 0.01I2 m2

µL −0.27 m
σL 0.16 m
σN 1.61 m
λL 0.333 ns−1

λN 0.075 ns−1

(p2, p1, p0) (0.00087,−0.2, 11.72)
M 450
θ (127.8, 0.178, 0.924)
σd 0.51 m

sum of the squared-exponential and linear kernels:

k(ai,aj) = θ0e
−θ1‖ai−aj‖2 + θ2a

T
i aj (14)

where the hyperparameters θ = (θ0, θ1, θ2), and σd, can
be estimated from the NLOS training data by maximiz-
ing the log-marginal likelihood [12]. It is worth noting
that, with this kernel, the correlation between the output
samples is larger if the Euclidean distance between the
corresponding input samples is smaller. More detailed
description of GPR-based ranging is available in [10].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

We use real measurements obtained in a basement tunnel
of Linköping university. The measurement setup consisted of
a vector network analyzer (VNA), two UWB omni-directional
antennas, coaxial cables and a PC. We used a swept-frequency
sinusoidal signal to characterize the channel between 2.5 and
4.5 GHz. The power level was set to 12 dBm. The frequency
responses were transferred to the PC where a bandpass fil-
ter was used to reduce the out-of-band noise. Finally, by
applying the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform, the complex
impulse responses (CIR) are estimated, from which we can
extract the desired features. A more detailed description of
the measurement campaign is available in [6, Section III].

The deployment of the transmitters and the receivers in
considered area is shown in Fig. 1. For the tracking problem,
we used 6 Tx positions (3 LOS and 3 NLOS) representing the
beacons, and 30 Rx positions representing the moving target
(we assumed a constant velocity of 1 m/s in the horizontal
direction). The NLOS condition was caused by tunnel walls
built of concrete blocks with steel reinforcement. For each Tx-
Rx pair, we obtained 10 CIRs, so we obtained 1800 CIRs in
total (900 LOS and 900 NLOS). Half of these samples will
be used as a training data for likelihood parameters. Note that
we did not perform the measurements of velocity, so we will
generate the synthetic data for dynamic model.



Tx 1 (LOS)

Tx 4 (NLOS)

Tx 5 (NLOS)

Tx 6 (NLOS)

Tx 2 (LOS)

Tx 3 (LOS)

30 m

5.8 m

2.9 m

Rx route (target)
1 m

3.7 m

Fig. 1: Deployment of transmitters (Tx) and receivers (Rx) in the LiU tunnel. There are 6 Tx positions (3 LOS and 3 NLOS) representing the beacons, and
30 Rx positions representing the target positions.

B. Performance analysis

We now analyze and compare the performance of the PF
algorithms described in the previous sections. All required
parameters are shown in Table I.

We first analyze the tracking performance with all 6 beacons
(LOS+NLOS). According to Fig. 2, we can see that with
TOA-based PF method the target gets lost since there is no
information about NLOS bias at all (caused by 3 beacons
in this case). In this case, the positioning error (up to 5
m) is unacceptable for most applications. The TOA+Reject
method provides much better results since most of the NLOS
samples are rejected. However, the error is still increasing with
time due to mis-classifications (there are about 20% of mis-
classifications according to our results from [6]). Since the
error caused by mis-classifications is unknown and possibly
too large, this method is not robust enough for indoor tracking.
Finally, the TOA+Mitig and TOA+GPR methods provide
consistently good estimates (with an error below 0.5 m). The
latter one is better for most percentiles5 since it uses more
features from CIR and has the ability to model complex
nonlinear relationships.

Now we repeat the same analysis, but only with 3 NLOS
beacons (Tx 4, Tx 5 and Tx 6). In this case, TOA+Reject is not
applicable since there are no LOS measurements. The results
are shown in Fig. 3. As we can see, the TOA-based method
provides very poor performance since the error goes up to
8 m. The TOA+Mitig and TOA+GPR methods again provide
consistently good estimates (with an error below 1 m), but now
the difference between two methods is higher. This analysis
shows that tracking is possible even if there is no single
LOS measurement. This is a promising result, especially since
many state-of-the-art indoor positioning/tracking algorithms
[4] require at least 3 LOS measurements.

Finally, we provide a summary of the accuracy and com-
plexity of all considered methods in Table II. As we can see,
the complexity off all methods, except TOA+GPR, is quite
similar. TOA+GPR is about 16 times slower due to the use

5In case of more general target trajectory, we expect that TOA+GPR would
be the best for all percentiles.
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Fig. 2: Target tracking with PF with different likelihood functions. (a) Average
position error as a function of time, (b) Cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the position error.
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Fig. 3: Target tracking with PF with different likelihood functions and only
NLOS measurements. (a) Average position error as a function of time, (b)
CDF of the position error.

TABLE II: A comparison of accuracy and complexity of considered methods.

Method
accuracy [m]

(50th/95th percentile) complexity [ms]

TOA 1.75 / 5.05 7.2
TOA+Reject 0.32 / 1.55 6.7
TOA+Mitig 0.32 / 0.53 10.3
TOA+GPR 0.12 / 0.58 162

of the training samples, but it provides the best performance.
Depending on the desired trade-off between the complexity
and the performance, it can be determined which of the two
methods (TOA+Mitig or TOA+GPR) should be used.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We provided an experimental study of UWB indoor tracking
based on PF. We considered four different likelihood functions
that differ in terms of how NLOS measurements are handled.
According to our results, the best performance is achieved with
TOA-based ranging with GPR-based estimation for NLOS
measurements, but this approach has the highest computational
complexity. TOA-based ranging with mitigation of NLOS bias
also provides good performance and it has a reasonably low
complexity. The other two methods that we considered are
not appropriate for indoor tracking due to the accumulation
of error. For the future work, we will try to develop a
sparse variant of the GPR-based method in order to reduce
its complexity. Moreover, we will try to develop a one-step
tracking method in which the range estimates are not required.
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